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LEAD Conference Canada 
November 3-4, 2023 

Launching in SASKATCHEWAN 

LEAD Conference Canada focuses on personal growth and development,
empowering attendees to rediscover themselves as motivated, inspired,
and passionate individuals. This is a high-energy, high-caliber event with
the perfect blend of world-class professional speakers and real-life
inspirational stories teaching practical applications and skills to better their
lives. Conference attendees will become empowered to LEAD
themselves, and others, making a positive impact in their homes,
careers, and communities. 

TCU Place Theatre 35- 22 St E, Saskatoon, SK 
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Corliss Rassyle is a Canadian
Inspirational Speaker, Dare to Lead
Trainer, Certified Success Principles
Coach, and the Founder and CEO of
Corliss Co. Consulting Inc. She is the
best-selling author of Lead Your Life;
How to Live With Purpose, Passion,
and Confidence, and the Host of one of
Canada’s most popular self-
improvement podcasts, Conversations
With Corliss. 

As an entrepreneur for more than three decades, Corliss has attended and
spoken at both professional and personal development conferences across
North America. At a 2019 conference, she became inspired by a vision to bring
this type of event to the local community. She knows first-hand the impact these
events can have on one's life. Since then, a team of purpose-driven women
have stepped up to form the LEAD Conference committee. We are excited for
you to join us in our mission to make a difference, beginning at home in
Saskatchewan!

Meet the Founder & Visionary of 
LEAD Conference Canada 

Corliss Rassyle 

Where it started and why we are here



Meet FIVE of Our Keynote Speakers 

There will be an additional seven speakers featured at LEAD 2023

ARLENE DICKINSON
"Dragon", CBC's Dragons’ Den | General Partner, District Ventures Capital | Bestselling Author

Reinvention
Every one of us will feel stuck at some point in our lives. One day, you recognize that you have
followed a path—personal or professional—that suddenly seems closed off or unfulfilling.
Whether it’s a relationship that doesn’t connect in the way it used to or a job that started out
being exciting but now feels unrewarding, suddenly you look up from your life and realize there
is something else you want to do or to be. You’re ready for a reinvention.

 

JACK CANFIELD
Best Selling Author | International Key Note Speaker | Transformation Trainer 
Mastering the Success Principles- How to get from where you are to where you want to be.
Jack Canfield is uniquely qualified to coach you on success. He is an inspirational keynote speaker,
internationally recognized transformational trainer, highly acclaimed personal success coach, and
bestselling author. He has published more than 250 books, including the New York Times #1 bestselling
Chicken Soup for the Soul® series which has sold more than 500 million copies in 47 languages. In this fast-
paced, entertaining, and powerful seminar, based on his latest book, The Success Principles: How to Get
From Where You Are to Where You Want to Be- Jack will teach you his proven breakthrough success
system that guarantees you greater levels of peak performance and success in every area of your life—your
career, your finances, and your personal life.
 

KRISTINA KUZMIC 
Comedian | International Best Selling Author | 2011 Winner - Oprah’s Search for the Next
TV Star | Billion + view Youtuber
YES, I AM!
What if all the traits we’ve been told are negative are actually our greatest strengths? What if
we don’t need more or better or different in order to find our purpose and joy? What if we
learned to stop chasing the fairytale and, instead, embraced the messy, chaotic adventure.
Kristina's personal story will help you stop comparing yourself, lower the volume on your
insecurities, and encourage you to be who you were before the world told you who to be.
 
 

 
CORLISS RASSYLE 
LEAD Conference Canada Founder | Best-selling Author | International Speaker | 
 Personal Development Coach | Podcast Host 
WITH PURPOSE, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Most people will, at some point in their lives, find themselves asking “now what?”, “is this all there is” and “what is
my purpose?” Usually, these questions arise after experiencing life changes, significant crisis, loss, or when
autopilot living becomes too unbearable to ignore. Others find themselves in a life they didn’t sign up for and
because they don’t know what’s possible, have little belief in themselves, or have forgotten they have the power to
change their situation, they settle for less than they want, and deserve. It is said that purpose is an incredible
alarm clock because, with purpose, anything is possible- within this keynote, you will wake up to living an
intentional and fulfilling life- positively impacting everyone around you, and making yourself proud of who you are
and the life you LEAD.

 

 

AFUA BOATENG 
Recruiter| Leadership Executive | Speaker of Wisdom 
WHO ARE YOU? 
Human beings have never had access to as much information as we do today. Especially with social media, we
can easily access the lives of both celebrities and everyday people alike.
But when you ask most people to simply answer: “Who are you?”, they’re stumped. Behind the masquerade that
you are hiding behind, is an identity that feels raw and naked and yet holds the key to a life that can be both easy
and impactful. Afua Boateng is a leadership disruptor who describes her coaching style as “no-nonsense with
love”. She has developed hundreds of leaders, spanning 3 continents, to become top performers using her
signature “people-first” approach. Get ready to be challenged, to laugh, to gasp and maybe even cry a little as
Afua walks you through a journey of discovering WHO you are and why she believes it’s the most important
aspect of our existence on Earth.

 



Greetings!

Thank you for taking the time to learn about the exciting new Conference launching in
Saskatchewan in November 2023. We would love to have you involved as a sponsor in
this inaugural event.

LEAD Conference Canada is a seminar focusing on personal growth and
development to help people find the inspiration, motivation, and confidence to
lead themselves and others. 

Research has determined there is a need for this type of in-person event. After a few
years of uncertainty and isolation, people are searching for hope, connection, and
inspiration. Most people will never experience this caliber of event as it's usually offered
outside of Canada making it less affordable and accessible to Canadian residents. 

NOT anymore. 

By launching LEAD Conference Canada in Saskatchewan, we are giving our community
the opportunity to attend at a fraction of the cost of traveling abroad. This 2-day event
will provide a life-altering opportunity offering both real-life inspirational stories and
practical how to's to empower attendees to create lasting positive change. We believe
that leadership begins within. Through LEAD Conference Canada, we will support
attendees in being the leader they are meant to be, inspiring them to be their best
in their home, career, and community. 

Why Should You Want to be a Sponsor?
Beyond the incredible value received with our sponsorship benefits, we feel this
conference aligns with those organizations that want to employer their people to
become the leader they were meant to be. If you are a company that values the growth
of not only your employees but those in your community, you WANT to be a part of this
event!
In addition, this is a major conference being held right in our own community that is
expected to bring not only world-class international speakers but also attendees from all
across the country and will help showcase our amazing city and the warmth and
hospitality of it's people.
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Logo printed in Conference program 

Two social posts featuring your
company logo with a thank you
message for sponsorship. 

Two prime seating conference
tickets for two designated guests 

There are THREE
Sponsorship Categories

Sponsorship Benefits

(1) LEAD
Sponsor
$15,000

(2) LUNCH
Sponsor
$10,000

(14) EMPOWERMENT
Sponsor
$5,000

Emcee verbal
acknowledgment at the
conference. 

Video montage introducing your
Company at the Conference

Logo on digital scrolling signage at
the conference  

Private balcony reserved
seating for six guests. 

Business logo on the conference
sales page from launch date until
event (approx. 8 months)  

Company logo on each gourmet
boxed lunch 

Sponsors are chosen on a first
commitment basis!

You are invited to join us as 
 Conference Sponsor



VIP Swag Sponsorship
Opportunities 

If monetary sponsorship is not possible at this time you may consider a VIP Swag Sponsorship.
There are a total of 160 VIP tickets available giving our most enthusiastic and committed attendees
exclusive opportunities- including first theatre access, private registration, front row seating, back
stage photo opps and a VIP swag bag featuring a variety of high quality products.  
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Your Company logo featured in the LEAD Conference program (VIP section)

Your products in the hands of our elite clients.

A social post acknowledging and thanking you for your donation.
Includes a direct link to your website. 

Permission to include a self promotion invitation with your product in the VIP
bag. Ex. Include a card with "take a photo with your item and tag us @ ---"

Exhibitor Opportunities 

There are a limited number of exhibitor booths available. If your business aligns with the interests of
LEAD Conference Canada 2023 attendees you may consider applying for one of the booth spots. 
The price is $997.00 plus GST and applications are available by emailing inquiries@corliss.ca

How would you like to be involved? 



Venue seating capacity is 2,074 (our goal is sold out)! As of February 20th, 2023 LEAD
Conference Canada 2023 waitlist has 1,400+ people who are waiting for tickets to go
on sale and in the first 48 hours more than 200 people had purchased tickets! 

The conference will offer exceptional value pricing. With the first 500 seats priced at
$399 for individual and $1499 for a group of 4, and after 500 only increasing to $499
and $1799 for a group of 4, we are confident we will have a successful launch, and will
continue to attract attendees on a local, provincial and national level.   

This conference is all about making a positive difference and as such we have aligned
with The United Way as our charity of choice.   

This is an immersive experience with music, interactive portions, opportunities for
networking, and empowerment practices that will support attendees in LEADing their
lives! This is a high energy event created to both inspire and teach.  

 

Other conference details:

WE HOPE YOU WILL JOIN US IN BRINGING THIS
FIRST OF IT'S KIND EVENT TO SASKATCHEWAN!

Should you be interested in one of the sponsorship
opportunities or require more information, please feel free to ask
the committee member who contacted you or send an email
inquiry to inquiries@corliss.ca

Thank you for your consideration. 


